ROSSI™
Return On SAS® Software Investment
Designed For
Medium to large
enterprises
Data rich companies that
want to tap into the mass
of big data they already
have in different data
bases.
Enterprises short of SAS®
resources with the newest
skills needed to predictively
analyze data for insights
providing a competitive
advantage.
Maximizing architecture
strategies and processes
with IT infrastructure and
the use of SAS® software

ROSSI™ Benefits
Gives you confidence that
your technology investment
is providing the maximum
expected return.
Solves real problems, not a
scripted training session
Utilizes the licensed SAS®
tools at your site
Hands-on knowledge
transfer of advanced
programming techniques
Rapid development and
deployment of the solution
involving key SAS® products

Solution Design’s ROSSI™ service helps you quickly unlock the power of SAS®
Analytics in your organization. Working side-by-side with your team on a
prioritized project of your choosing, we rapidly ramp up your team’s SAS® skills by
tackling real-life business problems. The overall goal is to effectively enhance the
utilization of SAS® and improve the competitiveness of your enterprise.
Solution Design understands that every client is unique and we pride ourselves on
delivering the right solution with the best possible value for your business. We’ve
used SAS® for over 30 years and are ready to help your company maximize its
investment in your SAS® software. Our workforce is trained on SAS® products and
will quickly show you how to optimize your licensed SAS® solutions.
Got an Analytics Visualization Challenge?
Contact us today for additional information!

Design Your Project From One or More of These ROSSI™ Choices
• Reading SAS® data with the Add In for
Microsoft Office in Excel & PowerPoint
• Using SAS® Data Management—ETL and
Data Cleansing

• SAS® Energy Utility Forecasting
• Supply Chain Optimization
• Using SAS® Enterprise Guide—
training and configuration

• Administrating SAS® Management Console
Metadata, Data Access, SAS® servers, Users,
Groups, libraries & security plans

• Working with SAS® Stored
Procedures

• Building Enterprise Miner Scoring Models

• Utilizing SAS® Data Visualization

• Optimizing Manufacturing Inventory

• SAS® Information Map Studio

• System Upgrades and troubleshooting

• SAS® Portal and Dashboards

Identify trends and patterns
for more high-value
decisions

Other Benefits

Affordable

• Rely less on IT. Frees up demands from users that need access to data, ad-hoc reports, and one-

Depending on your budget,
we can provide a fixed cost
or time and materials
engagement. Either
arrangement can be on-site
or remote.
Call us for details
303.979.4122

• Delivers clear-cut results that meet immediate needs.
off requests for information.

• Raises understanding and awareness of the capabilities of your licensed SAS® tools.
• Helps you to understand staffing and SAS® skill sets necessary to support current efforts and
manage anticipated growth.

• Confirms proper SAS® applications & data integration are available for an effective analytics
environment.

• Minimizes the analyst's learning curve and produces maximum results.
For additional information or request a quote

sales@SolutionDesignTeam.com

Solution Design Team
6001 W Alder Ave Littleton, CO 80128
Phone:
303.979.4122

